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Thông tin

Sentence fragments are incomplete sentences or parts of sentences. A complete sentence must contain at least one main
or independent clause; however, something is missing (usually a subject or a verb) in a fragment. Therefore, a fragment
usually fails to convey a clear message.
EXAMPLE:
1. Because I love you.
It’s a fragment because it’s a subordinate clause (an adverb clause of reason). It needs a main clause to complete the
meaning of the sentence.
-> Because I love you, I do everything for you.
2. For example, the increase in the tuition at the university.
It’s a fragment because it has no main verb. It needs a main verb to complete the meaning of the sentence.
-> For example, the increase in the tuition at the university makes more students work part time.
3. Looking at the yellow leaves on the street.
It’s a fragment because it is a participial phrase. It has no subject or verb. It needs a subject and a main verb OR a main
clause to complete the meaning of the sentence.
-> She is looking at the yellow leaves on the street.
-> Looking at the yellow leaves on the street, she felt really lonely.
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Recognize the complete sentence (S) or fragment (F) then correct the fragments.
1.
F



The best movie that I saw last year.
2.
F



Because I don’t value the grades in college.
3.
S



Teaching practice classes are challenging when taught by experienced teachers.
4.
F



What made me leave my hometown.
5.
F



Math classes taught by experienced teachers.

Câu hỏi 2

Correct the fragments

Hoàn thành
Không chấm
điểm

1. The best movie that I saw last year was "Titanic".
2. Because I don't value the grades in college, I do not go to school regularly.
4. What made me leave my hometown is this interesting job.
5. Math classes taught by experienced teachers are interesting.

Suggested answers
Recognize the complete sentence (S) or fragment (F) then correct the fragments.
1. __F_ The best movie that I saw last year was “Titanic”.
2. _F__ Because I don’t value the grades in college, I do not go to school regularly.
3. _S__ Teaching practice classes are challenging when taught by experienced teachers.
4. __F_ What made me leave my hometown is this interesting job.
5. _F__ Math classes taught by experienced teachers are interesting.
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